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FY16 Profit Guidance
Key points
yyFinbar has forecast an underlying operating profit of ~$21m for FY16 (FY15:
$27.4m) compared to our underlying NPAT forecast of $24m.
yyFinbar expects reported NPAT of $8m after $13m of impairments v EZL
forecast of ~$20m NPAT after ~$5m of impairments.
yyWhile marginally below our forecasts, the result is a good outcome in a tough
market.
yyA 4c final dividend has been declared which is in line with our expectations
and places FRI on a defendable 8% yield.
yyImportantly Finbar has ended the period with the largest level of pre-sale
contracts in its history totalling $451m within a larger project pipeline of
$1.84b.

Investment Thesis
Finbar is a well-run business that leads the way in apartment development
in WA and has done so for many years. The macro environment is weak in
WA and it is difficult to articulate a case for earnings growth in the current
market however we see enough incentive for current FRI holders to wait
out the cycle, which will turn at some point. In the meantime the stock lacks
catalysts. We continue to like the stock long term, however maintain our Hold
recommendation for the time being as it is difficult to identify short term share
price catalysts beyond the yield. Longer term though, for a patient investor, the
opportunity is significant.
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